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THE SILJAN RING OF PALEOZOIC, CENTRAL SWEDEN:
A POSTHUMOUS RINGCOMPLEX OF A LATE PRECAMBRIAN DALA
PORPHYRIES CALDERA

M. G. RUTTEN l)

SUMMARY
The Dala Porphyries,
recently
mapped by
H j e l m q u i s t, from a volcanic province of late
Precambrian age in central Sweden, attaining a
minimum volume of volcanics of 150 km3. The Siljan
ring of early paleozoics, distinguished from the early
Paleozoic epicontinental cover of the Fennoskandian
Shield by its chieker facies, with reef limestones, and
by its peculiar, strong tectonization, occupies a ring
45 km in diameter and 5 km to 10 km wide, to the
east of the Dala Porphyries.
lt is postulared that .he Siljan ring structure
developed as a result of posthurnous movements at
the site of the ring-complex surrounding a caldera
from which the Dala Porphyries had erupted earlier.
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INTRODUCTION

The Siljan Paleozoics, mainly consisring of stra
ta of Ordavieian and Silurian age, form a ring
like srrucrure situated entirely within the Pre
carobrian of Central Sweden. The ring is between
5 km and l O km wide and has an inner diame
ter of 45 km.
,

1) Geologisch lnstituut, Rijks Universiteit te Utrecht
Holland.

Alrhough situated a:bout halfway between ero
sional outliers of the epicontinental Paleozoics
cover of the Fennoskandian Shi eld to the South
(250 km) and the geosynclinal Paleozoic of

the Caledonian foldbelt to the north (150 km) ,
campare fig. l, the Siljan Paleozoics are quite
distinn from both.
Although of epicontinental character, the Sil
jan Paleozoics differs from the stable interior"
Pa-leoz:oic cover Jurther south in two ways. The
first regards its stratigraphy, where the Camb rian
is absent, but a part of the Ordavieian is deve
loped in a much thicker facie s, with two reef
horizons. The seeond regards its strong tecto
nization, through block faulting, tilting and re
lated movements. The strike of this tectoniza
ion, peculiarly, is tangentional to, and follows
the ring structure closely. From the Caledonian
Paleozoics the Silan Paleozoics differ in being of
epicontinental, not of geosynclinal facies, and
in having only suffered the above mentioned
p eculiar type of block faulting tectonics, and
no folding or nappe formation.
The Dala Porphyries, of unknown, bur late Pre
carobrian age, cover an area of some 1500 km2,
southwest, west and norrh of Siljan. They extend
up ro, and disappear underneath of, the eastern
border of the Caledonian fold helt. They
are overlain by the shallow syncline of the
Jornian Sandstones, of younger, :hut equally l31te
Precambrian age (fig. 9, c) , hut else have not
suffered much tectonization since their forma
tion.
,
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The Dala Porphyries have recently been in
part ioterpreted as ignimbrites (Hj e l m q u i s t
1956) , a view I should like not only ro subscribe
to, bur to extend. Most of the Dala Porphyries
show the massive, uniform structure, which is
best expla i ned as formed through fluid ash
flows. Only a very minor part shows the cha
racteristic turbulent laminar flow of a highly
viscous lava.
The thickness of the Dala Pohrpyries is diffi
cult to estimate, owing to the fact that a thick
glacial cover leaves less than l % of the area
exposed. In the few post-glacial fluviatile river
canyon s which cut through the porphyries, indi
vidual flows are, however, seen w have mini
mum thicknesses varying from 20 m to 30 m.
An estimated minimum thickness of 100 m for
the total series seems rherefore to be very
conservative. The actual thickness may weil be
considetable higher.
Even at a thickness of 100 m, the now preser
ved volume of the Dala Pophyries would be of
the order of 150 km3, a figure which cortesponds
weil with other acid ignimbritic eruptions.
To my knowledge, the Siljm ring of Paleozoics
and the Dala Porphyries have not been earlier
brought into a eausal relationship 2. I must
therefore stare which characters of these seemingly
so different crus tal elements point to their com
mon origin. I will begin with a short analysis of
the S ilj an Paleozoics, and t'hen consicler the
relevant characteristics of the Dala Porphyries.
Only after that a synthesi s of the history
of both areas can be tried. Bur before being
able to understand in what way the Siljan Paleo
zoics differ from the normal development in
the eipicootinental cover furhter South, we must
understand the main features of that area.
THE EARLY PALEOZOIC EPICONTINENTAL
COVER OF THE FENNOSKANDIAN SHIELD

Thi s region is characterized by deposits formed
on an extremely wide, and extremely horizontal,
completely penepla ined, epicontinental platform.
Over this 'tihe most shallow of seas transgress
ed over thousands of square kilometers, only
to withdraw afrer a sho rt time over comparable
distances.
This play of transgressions and regress ions
has already been extensively described for inter
vals comprising stages, or even parts of stages,
where the existance of diasrems and periods
of non - deposit ion can be proved paleontological
ly ( cf. T h o r s l u n d i n M a g n u s

A s k l u n d has, in 1936, short! y mentioned the
possibility of a volcanotectonic origin of the Siljan
ring, hut failed to indicate where the volcanics erup
ted from this structure were to be found.

2)

s o n, ed. 1960) . But it may weil have occurred
in rhythms of even shorter duration. For exam
ple, work now in progress on the island of
Öland seems to indicate the existence of such
oscillations between each single bed in the well
known Orthoceras Limestene of the Limhata
Stage of the Ordovician. Each bed of this series
shows signs of karst erosion on ·its upper surface,
indicating a regression after its deposition . This
indicates a play of rhythmic transgressions and
regressions of the order of each single bed,
some 10 cm to 20 cm in thickness, over an
area of at !east 40 km in diameter.
During the early Paleozoic there has evidently
r eigned on the southern part of the Fenno
skandian Shield, a horizontaliry which we have,
from our present environment, the utmost diffi
culty to concieve.
lt is, however, the kind of horizontality which
we also find in other sedi mentary environments.
The, now almost classic, example being that
of the Coalmeasure eyelothems (cf. Wa n l e s s, 1963). Anodher striking example has
more recently been described from the Belgian
Visean limestenes by M i c h o t and coworkers
(M i c h o t, et al., 1963, P ide t, 1963).
Such horizontaliry seems normal for most
shaHow sea sedimentation basins in the geologic
past, but which is quite different from our
present envi ronment.
The resason for this lies in the fact that
we now live in a period which is both inter
glacial and post-orogenetic. This has resulted
on the one hand in the drowning of all shelves
by the eustatic sea leve! rise s ince the l ast glacia
tion. Whereas on the other, the Quaternary is


characterized by strong vertical crustal move
ments, which have not yet by far been equalized
throug'h erosion, peneplanation and sedimenta
tion.
The more normal circumstances during geolo
gic history were, however, those of the much
longer periods that were both non-glacial and
a- teet onic
(R u t t e n, 1953). During such
periods the horizontality m entioned above was
normally arrived at, because crustal movement.s
were easily offset by emsion and sedimentation,
and hence an equ ilibriu m situation was normally
installed. lt is, however, difficult to visualize such
circumstances from our present experiences, a
thing always ro keep in mind, when applying
the concept of actual ism (L a f i t t e, 1949;
R u t t e n, 1949).
For rhe epicontinental cover of early Paleo
zoic on the Fennoskandian Shield this horizon
tality implies that we have to a:bstract ourselves
also from our present notions of a coastline, of
near-coastal and the like. The coast at any time
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Fig. l
Index map of part of Skandinavia.
l: Mesozoic. 2: Epicontinental Paleozoic c over. 3: Eastern border of Caledonian fold belt. 4: Siljan Paleozoics.
5: Oslo Graben. 6: Dala Porphyries. 7: Dala Granite. 8: Jornian Sandstone. 9: Earlier Precambrian.
-

formed no eonstant line across rhe shield, nor
can it be said that for instance Central Sweden
was farther from the coast rhan Sourhern Sweden,
Instead, the coast line swept back and forth
over most of the area, if not over all of it,
with everyrhythm of regression and transgression.
This is atrested by the fact that not only the
various paleontological stages, bur also many of
the sedimentation breaks, so patiently worked out
by the Swedish stratigraphers, can be followed
over most, or even all of the area.
THE SILJAN PALEOZOICS

The Siljan Paleozoics have been carefully
studied, amongst others :by T h o r s l u n d
and his school. A good introduction to the area
is found in T h o r s l u n d & J a a n u s s o n,

1960. A major difficulty lies in the fact that
!arge part of the structure is covered by
Lake Siljan and by several other lakes. Moreover,
as professor Thorslund writes: ,Almost every
w'here the beautiful Paleozocic rocks are hidden
by a dirty Quaternary cover". Good exposures
are mostly limited to the quarries opened in
the reef limesrones, and to occasional road and
railway cuts. It follows that, whereas the
srratigraphy of the Siljan Paleozoics is known in
great detail, albeit from many scatrered ob
servation point, the structure of the Siljan ring
is known only schematically.
a

As stared already in the introducrion, the
Siljan Paleozics differ in two ways from the
epicontinental Paleozoic cover of the Fennoskan-
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� Paleozoic beds
Fig. 2 - Generalized map of the Siljan Paleozoics.
From Thorslund, in Thorslund & Jaanusson, 1960.
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Radial section through part of the south-easterly portion of the Siljan Ring,
(stop l of fig. 2.) Mter Thorslund, in Thorslund & Jaanusson, 1960.
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1: Fresh Precambrian granite. 2: Brecciated granite. 3: Weathered granite. 4: Basal Arenigian
Tremadocian conglomerate. 6: Orthoceratite limestone. 7: Fault.
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- Stratigraphic seetian of rhe basal beds of
the Paleozoie near Sjurberg. Campare fig. 3. Af
ter Tjernvik in Thorslund & Jaanusson, 1960.
The Cambrian is missing, as elsewhere in Siljan.
The part of the Ordavieian exposed here belongs
to the Lower Ordavieian and lies below the reef
Iimestones that formed during the Middle and the
Upper Ordovieian. It is developed in the same faeies
as in the epieontinental eover further south, cha
racterized by extreme thinness of individual strati
graphie stages (of the order of a meter), and by
the numerous larger and smaller gaps and diastems
indieating repeated periods of non-sedimentation.

Fig. 4
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5 - Seetion through the Osmundsberg reefs
m
eastern Siljan (stop
8 of fig. 2). After
T h o r s l u n d, in Thorslund & Jaanusson, re
drawn).
A local overthrust has developed beneath the thiek.
lenses of reef limestones.

dian Shield, i.e. in the d evelopment of reef li
mestones and in their tectonization.
Taldng first into consideration the Siljan
reef limestones, it is tO understand their paleo
geographic significance that I have in the pre
eecding paragraph stressed so much the diffe
rence between the paleogeography of normal,
non-glacial and a-tectonic periods with our pre
sent geography, dominated by the effects of
postglacial eustatic sea leve! rise and of post
orogenetic crustal movements.
Reefs at present, apart from atolls, only grow
in near coastal conditions. This has generally
been extrapolared as indicating near coastal con
ditions for the Siljan Paleozoics too. From the
foregoing it follows that I think this extrapolation
is errone ous. 'f.here has been no more or less
stable coast during the Ordovician and Silurian.
Instead, both the Siljan district and the more
southerly areas were entirely submerged. during
periods of transgression, and fell dry during the
regressions which led to the breaks in sedimenta
tion. Only during· the Cambrian the coast re
mained south of Siljan, as sedimentation in this
area only began with the Ordovician. For the
rest of the time, continental and marine con
ditians succeeded each other in rapid succession,
without leaving a trace of the fleeting coast Iine.
The importance of the Silja.n reefs lies in
quite another direction. They indicate local
extra subsidence in Siljan, stronger than that
found elsewhere on the stable areas of the
Fennoskandian Shield.
In the shallow seas characterizing the early
Paleozoic in this part of the world, one must
have a crustal subsidence of 100 m to form a
-
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Fig. 6 - Schematic radical seetian aeross the Siljan
ring. l: Ordavieian and Silurian. 2: Ordavieian
reef limestone. 3: Da1a granite. 4: Earlier Pre
cambrian.
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reef 100 m thick. But outside Siljan, the various
stages of the early Paleozoic epicontinental cover
only developed thicknesses of the order of
meters, before sedimentation was halred by rhe
next regression. It follows that outside Siljan
there was not enough crustal subsidence, no
space, for thick reefs to develop. Even in som
what more mobile helts, such as in the Silurian
fo the island of Gotland, reefs reach thicknesses
of the order of ten meters only (R u t t e n,
1958) 3).
Reefs consequently did not develop as a func
tion of their near-coastal situation, a notion
meaningless at that time and place, but as a
function of extra crustal subsidence.
Now the queer thing is, that only in the
Siljan ring reef Iimestones of a thickness of the
order of 100 m could develop duing two stages
of the Ordovician, when outside Siljan rhe
thickness of the deposits laid down during the
same time in the normal epicontinental cover
was limited to the order of meters by the
extremely meagre crustal subsidence.
The reef Iimestones developed during the
Middle and Upper Ordovician in the Siljan
ring consequently indicate local extra crustal
subsidence. This must be due to local tectonics
contemporaneous wirh the sedimentation. Such
a picture of local extra subsidence, restricted
to the ring structure, correlates well with the
later tectonic history of the Siljan ring.
TECTONICS OF THE SILJAN RIN G

This brings us to the tectonics of the Siljan
structure. I is characterized by a peculiar type
of blockfaulting, in which the strike of �he faults,
of vhat of the tilted blocks and even of that
of a number of smaller overthrusts accompanying
the faults, is roughly tangentional to rhe ring,
and follows it all the way around.
Owing to the meagre exposures, no general
section across the Siljan ring had ever been pu
blished. The tectonic style follows, however, from
many smaller local sections, such as that figured
in fig. 3.
Starting at the ourer zone of the ring, one
finds a number of successive blocks, all tilted
inwards, and bounded by antithetic faults. The
blocks consist of a basernem of the Preotrobrian
Dala Granite, covered by Ordovician. The throw
of the antithetic faults is such that the basernem
is repeatedly brought to the surface. This expl ains
the detailed structure of concentric rings of base3) The strong, local subsidence of a small basin
in Skåne in southern Sweden during the Silurian,
leading to clastic sedimentation of the order of
many hundreds of meters thickness, is left out of
consideration here.

ment and Paleozoic in several parts of the Siljan
ring.
The further inwards, the steeper the tilting of
the blocks becomes. In the centre of rhe ring,
both the position of the sediments of the tilted
blocks and that of the antithetic faults separating
the blocks, is normally subvertical. Towards the
inner border of the ring, overturned pos·itions
may even occur.
As an additional feature, overthrusts are locally
found beneath the rigid blocks of reef limestone,
owing to lack of space in the subsiding blocks
(fig. 5) .
From these local sections, which supply an in
ternally coherent picture of the style of tectonic
deformation in the Siljan ring, fig. 6 is drawn
as a schematic cross section. The main point
is, that it shows tectonic movements due to
subsidence of crustal blocks and accompanied
by tilting, that occur only wirhin the ring and
in its immediate surroundings. This is a local
tectonication, that does not occur, either within,
or without the structure.
The age of these tectonic movemens cannot
be fixed beyond the fact that they are post-Si
lur·ian and pre-Quaternary.
Ta:king into consideration the extra subsidence
that led to the formation of the reef limestones,
we consequently have at least two periods of
extra subsidence wirhin the Siljan ring, that are
not found outside rhis structure. One is of Ordovi
cian age, and consists of two subsequent move
ments, leading to the formation of two superiro
posed groups of reef limestones. The other,
probably more important, led ro t!he tectoniza
tion of the Siljan ring . 'J1he latter is post-Si
lurian. The latter may, of course, be well be
composed of many separate smaller movements,
occurring over a Iong time interval.
SILJAN AS A METEORIC CRATER?

In these space conscious days, every ring struc
ture on earrh sollicits explanation as a meteoric
impact crater. Siljan has, in fact, suffered the
same sort (cf. Wi c k m a n, et al 1963, p. 209,
Fr e d e r i k s s o n & Wi ckma n, 1963, p.
128, 129) . Because of the fact that the tectonic
movements were spread over at least two diffe
rent periods, whereas during the first period reef
Iimestones developed, indicating continuous
crustal movement, such an origin seeros comple
tely impossible for Siljan.
THE DALA PORPHYRIES

Turning now to the Dala Porphyries, a recent
map of the area (Hj e l m q u i s t, 1965) ,
which will shortly be followed by an extensive
description, gives us a good insight in their

Fig. 7a - Storstupet Canyon, north of Orsa. Massive rock, without fluida!
lamination, of the Upper Dala Porphyries.

Fig. 7b - Exposure at Kälkastupet nonhwest of .i\lvdalen. Bredvadporfyr
of the Upper Dala Porphyries, with some sligth fluida! lamination apparent .....
UJ
through weathering.

Fig. 7 - Two of the rare exposures of a samewhat thicker seetian of Dala Porphyries, showing the massive,
uniform structure typical for ash flows.
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development. Although no sections are available
due to the excessive glacial cover, a lower and
an upper series can be distinguished on tihe
ground that the former contains quartz pheno
crysts, the latter not. Bur apart from that, there
is great similarity between the various types re
cognized.
A conspicuous difference lies in the fact rhat
some menbers are more streaky and tuffaceous,
others more massive. According to Hj e l 
q u i s t (1958) , the first type, his ,slirig porfyr"
should represent ignimbrites or ash flows, the
more massive types lava flows.
I can follow Hj e l m q u i s t in the expla
nation of the more streaky porphyries as
due to ash flows, but think that the massive
types were formed in the same way. They also
indicate extreme fluidity at the time of their
formation. The thick flows are entirely homo·
geneous, whilst they only rarely show a faint
fluida! lamination. This is paraUel, subhorizon
tal, and of a type similar to that found better
expressed in the "slirig porfyr". This is alto
gether unlikely for a rhyolitic lava flow, whiCh
must have been of a very viscous nature, deve
loping strong fluida! lamination, which, more
over, must be, at least in part, of a strongly
turbulent pattern.
As a matter of fact, such structure has also

been found in a single Dala Porhyry flow, near
Limedforsen, in the lower series. (figs. 7, 8).
This proves on the one hand that such fluida!
lamination of a turbulent partern is preserved
over longer time spans. Whereas on the other
hand it helps indicating that the overwhelming
majority of the Dala Porphyries, both the streaky
and the massive types are ignimbritic in origin
(R u t t e n , 1963).
Parenthetically remarked, it seems to be a more
or less normal feature for the larger acid erupti
ons, to extrude mostly as fluidised ash flows,
hut to show rare intercalations when ash, tuff
breccia and lava erupted in separate masses. We
know this to be the case borh for the young
Cenozoic Yellowstone and the Permian Este
rel volcanics (R u t t e n, 1963). Professor
O f t e d a h l recently showed me a similair occur
rence for the Permian Oslo volcanics near Ram
nes, whilst another example can be found in the
Glittrevan Cauldron west of Oslo. For the Pre
cambrian, we found a similar situation in rhe
Malani R:hyolites in Rajasthan (R u t t e n, 1965),
and now for the Dala Porphyries.
DALA PORPHYRIES AND
VOLCANOTECTONICS

Regardless of their mode of eruption, the
very volume of the Dala Porphyries, of at least

Fig. Sa - Detail of the Bredvadporfyr at Kälkastupet northwest of Alvdalen. Compare fig. 7b. In a freshly
quarried wall, to allow better transport of trees along the river, hardly any trace of fluida! rexture is
apparent in the fresh massive rock.
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150 km3, presurnably poured out over a relative
ly short period, must have had volcanotectonic
reactions. According to a nation wide!y spread
in literature, ignimbrites erupt from fissures.
This is, however, erroneous. Amongst other exam
ples, the young Cenozoic ash f!ows from the
mid-Italian volcanoes can, for instance still be
physically followed into nheir central vola
c nic
eruption sites (R u t t e n , 1959) .
Scanning the new map of Dalekadia (Koppar
berg Lan) by Hj e l m q u i s t (1965) , the
only structure which seems to qualify for vol
canotectonic origin seems to be the Siljan ring.
It has the dimensions of a major caldera, whilst
it is situated at the border of rhe Dala Porphy
ries' area.
The structure we observe now, cannot, however,
be rhe remnant of the actual caldera. For the
eruption of the Dala Porphyries dates back to
the late Precambrian, whilst the formation of
the Siljan Ring in its present state goes back
only to the early Paleozoic.
Bur ir is a well known fact that caJderas are
ofren related to ring dikes along their periphery
(R e y n o I d s , 1956). These ring dikes may,
moreover, be emplaced at a later date rhan
that of the major caldera subsidence. Togevher
with the concemric subsidence faults, they form
the ring-complex.

It is my contention that. such valcanotecto
nic movements may even extend posrhumously
over a much longer time period. In rhis way
the Siljan Paleozoics would owe its presence,
both in its sedimentation and in its later rec
tonization, to such posthurnous movements along
the ring-complex surrounding a caldera, or the
caldera, from which the Dala Porphyries had
earlier erupted.
THE DALA GRANITE

Another feature of rhe geology of Dalekadia
still deserves mentioning, i.e. the dala Grani
tes. These are coarsely granular granites, of which
two varieties occur; the reddish Siljan type and
the whitish Järna rype. Apart from this, these
granites are extremely homogenuous over all
of their area. They differ from truly intrusive
granite batholiths in rwo ways. First!y they do not
show any signs of cooling rims along their
contacts. The rock may become more pophyritic,
rowards its border,but such variatons are of a very
general nature. Second!y, they do not possess a
,G a n g g e f o I g s c h a f t", an accompanying
dike complex, either inside or outside their area.
Because of their consanguinity with che Dala
Porphyries, I believe we are justified in assuming
rhat the Dala Granires are no normal intrusive
granite batholirhs, bur ro postu!ate that they

Fig. 8b - Lavaflow intercalated in the "Strökornsrik porfyr" of the Lower Dala Porphyries, west of Limed
forsen. The rock shows strong fluida! lamination, which is regular and dipping slightly in the lefthand part
of the picture, and very irregular in the right hand part.
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Fig. 9 - Schematic genetic cross seetians through the Dala Porphyries and the Siljan Paleozoics, on the
61th parallel. l : 1. 000.000.
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l: Paleozoics of the Siljan structure. 2: Trapp basalts. 3: Jatnian Sandstone. 4: Dala Porphyries. 5: Dala
Granites. 6: Earlier Precambrian.
The series of main events that led to the present structure are as follows:
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Digerberg clastics (not shown). 3: Formation of Ljugaren valeana (?). 4: Formation of Siljan volcano,
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explosivity eruptions: Dala Porphyries. 6: At eruption's end, secondary melting of fluidised ash contained
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Granites.
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Fig. 9c - Regional faulting and slight subsidence, leading to deposition of Jornian Sandstones and inter
ealared basalts.
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Fig. 9d - Posthurnous ring-camplex movements, leading to deposition of Ordovician, with reef limestones,
and Silurian.
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the ring-complex, leading to tangentional tectonization of the Siljan
ring of Paleozoics. Slight tilting, with relative rise of the western part of the area. Perhaps only in Plio
Pleistocene times, in relation with the general rise of the Skandinavian Mountains. Erosion, glaciation, etc.
Fig. 9e - Further subsidence within

represent r'heo-ignimbritic masses (R i t t m a n n
1958), related to the eruption of the Dala
Porphyries.
For the Dala Granites wirhin the Siljan ring
this seems a plausible explanation indeed. They
would then represent the represent the fluidised
magna, filling rhe erater vent at the time w'hen
the eruption stopped. lt was at that time so hot,
that it melted secondarily, when its movement
died out. Upon cooling, it then crystallized as a
granulat, pseudo-plutanie rock. Dependent upon
the leve! reached wirhin the erater vent, some
of this material had already come into contact
with the contemporaneous atmosphere, and bad
become oxidized. This later became rhe red
Siljan type. Material from a lower level in the
erater vent, on the other hand, still retained it.s
original less oxidized state, and later crystallized
to the whitish Järna type.
A similar genesis has been proposed earlier
for the so-called ,central pluton" of the Permian
Ramnes volcano of the Oslo district (R u t -

t en &
v a n E v e r d i n g e n, 1961), and
might weil apply to many other of the sub
volcanic granular Oslo rocks.
The relation of the Dala Granites outside the
Siljan ring ro the Dala Porphyries is less clear.
A roundish area around Lake Ljugaren, situated
to the southeast of the Siljan ring, and about
12 km in diameter, might weil be formed by
another, smaller, and probably earlier caldera.
The main difference with the Siljan ring
being that it did not undergo the posthurnous
ring dike movements, which, in attracting Pa
leozoic sedimentation and in eausing its later
tectonization, make the Siljan structure so
eminently visible.
In a similar way, the somewhat more com
plicated area south of the Siljan ring, in which
Dala Granites are found over a region measuring
about 40 km by 40 km (fig. 1), might well
be formed by a number of overlapping volcanic
vents, whose borders are not now visible. In a
better exposed area, it would probably be possible
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to trace the ring complex proper. But the exten
sive and thick glacial cover of Dalekadia will
presurnably prohibit for always a better under
standing of this s outhern part of the Dala Grani
tes area.
HISTORY OF THE DALA PORPHYRIES AND
THE SILJAN PALEOZOICS

To conclude, the history of both rhe Dala
Porphyries and of the Siljan Paleozoics might be
summarized very schematically as follows, from
the series of genetic sections of fig. 9.
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